264 field:
Display the 264 field. Based on 2nd indicator coding, using the following labels:

0 Production [Field contains a statement relating to the inscription, fabrication, construction, etc., of a resource in an unpublished form.]
1 Publication [Field contains a statement relating to the publication, release, or issuing of a resource.]
2 Distribution [Field contains a statement relating to the distribution of a resource.]
3 Manufacture [Field contains a statement relating to the printing, duplicating, casting, etc., of a resource in a published form.]
4 Copyright [Field contains a date associated with a notice of protection under copyright or a similar regime. Copyright dates include phonogram dates (i.e., dates associated with claims of protection for sound recordings).]

Display of 336, 337, 338 fields:
1 Cataloging Committee recommends that we display subfields “a” and “3”. Suppress all others (b, 2, 6-9).
2 Cataloging Committee recommends that we show the 336 and 338 fields. Recommends we suppress the 337 because the 337 terms are redundant.
3 Display the 336 and 338 terms on just one line separated by hyphens, with the label Format.